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Plasma Enhanced Thin Film Coating of Capillaries for Biomedical Applications.
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The coating inside the thermolabile capillaries for biomedical application is one of the

challenging goals of modern plasma technology. In order to modify the inner surface

properties of these tubes, a long filament of plasma has to be passed inside these

tubes along with precursors in such a way that precursor has to be decomposed to

produce active particles for polymerization at the close vicinity of tube surface to be

coated, so that uniform film will be produced inside the tube for long distance.

In this regard, an atmospheric pressure microplasma jet has been constructed. The

source is driven by pulsed high voltage power supply with frequency in the 4-500 kHz

range. The driven electrode consists of a sharp tungsten tip located in the middle of the

quartz tube. The filamentary channel growths from this electrode powered with 0.2-20

kV. The diameter of the channel obtained amounts to about 0.2 mm. The narrow

channel can be extended to a distance longer than 200 mm outside the nozzle.

Plasma parameters like the electron density, the electron distribution function and the

gas temperature were obtained for various input parameter by optical emission

spectroscopy, microphotography and plasma-chemical simulation. Input parameters

were optimized in order to get plasma with long filament for thin film deposition in inner

surface of the capillary. Methane and acetylene will be used as precursor gas for

production of chemically active radicals. Nature of the active species, its concentration,

life time, temporal and spacial distribution inside the capillary will be determined. To

calculate the fluxes of polymer particles to the inner surface, the equations for heat

conduction, diffusion and chemical kinetics in cylinder symmetry will be solved. Thin

film obtained in the inner surface of the capillaries will be characterized by using

various techniques like SEM, EDX, wettability and XPS. The influence of nature of the

precursors and plasma parameters on film properties will be investigated.
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